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MeFOTO Adds Camo to the BackPacker Air Family of Ultra Compact Travel
Tripods

3 limited-edition camouflage colors make the Lighter, Faster and Easier-to-Use, MeFOTO
BackPacker Air even more Stylish for Today’s On-the-go Photographers.

NORTH WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- MeFOTO is proud to introduce a new limited
edition line of camouflage colors for their ultra compact BackPacker Air tripod. Available in blue, green and
gray, the Camo pattern is made possible by a special water transfer printing process known as Hydrographics.

Offering exceptional value and performance, the three new MeFOTO BackPacker Air Camo tripods are certain
to capture the attention of photographers in search of a fashionable, lightweight and ultra-portable camera
support solution.

Featuring HyperLock, MeFOTO’s revolutionary new leg lock system, the line boasts a unique combination of
durability, functionality, speed, size and style, offering users endless new creative possibilities.

"Our world is moving faster and faster every day – our gear should too. With MeFOTO Air, our design
engineers zeroed in on how users interact with their tripods, paying close attention to the leg locks. We
developed HyperLock, a completely new leg locking system which not only simplifies the process of locking
down each leg section, but also makes it significantly faster and lighter. The result is a tripod that’s quicker to
setup, easier to carry and that takes up less space in a pack, all without sacrificing performance. The MeFOTO
BackPacker Air Camo-editions let you accessorize your kit with a bit more street chic.”" Brian Hynes,
MeFOTO Brand Manager

More than just a tool to keep a camera steady, the MeFOTO Air series is ideal for professionals and hobbyists
alike looking to shoot long exposure, live streaming events, time-lapses, stop motion, group shots, portraits, and
much more.

HyperLock
Engineered from the ground up, HyperLock is one of the most advanced leg locking systems found on any
tripod today. Typically, a tripod or monopod features a locking mechanism for each leg section, forcing users to
adjust each individually in order to ensure stability. With HyperLock, users need to only interact with one
locking mechanism per leg. One small turn unlocks and extends the entire leg, and with a simple reverse twist,
the legs lock back into place. By revolutionizing the leg locking mechanism, MeFOTO Air drastically reduces
the time needed to setup and breakdown. Once folded up, the ultra-compact and lightweight tripods and
monopods fit easily inside small and medium sized bags.

Fun & Colorful
While the world is a colorful place for photographers and videographers to capture, the color and style of their
gear doesn’t usually reflect it. MeFOTO Air changes all of that. Manufactured using anodized aluminum,
MeFOTO Air is available in several vibrant colors: orange, blue, purple, green, red, titanium and black.

Integrated Selfie Stick
For added stability and to safely hold a user’s mobile device, each MeFOTO Air tripod easily converts into a
telescoping selfie stick and includes a spring-loaded phone adapter. Moreover, a rechargeable Bluetooth remote
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that attaches to the handle also comes standard, opening a whole new world of opportunity to smartphone
photographers.

Availability
The MeFOTO Air series is offered in a variety of sizes, including MeFOTO’s BackPacker, RoadTripand
GlobeTrotter tripods and the WalkAbout monopod.

About MeFOTO:
MeFOTO is dedicated to providing smile-inducing and intuitive gear for on the go photographers. Compact,
durable, lightweight and easy to use, MeFOTO’s products are designed for professionals, life-long enthusiasts,
or aspires. www.mefoto.com.

About MAC Group:
MAC Group is a sales and marketing company dedicated to supplying photographers, videographers, educators
and students with the world's finest image-making tools as well as support, education and inspiration.

Contact: Brian Hynes
Email: brianh(at)macgroupus(dot)com
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Contact Information
Colleen Carlisle-Nicolas
MAC Group
http://www.MACgroupUS.com
+1 (914) 784-2678

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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